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Abstract
We propose an holographic k-essence and dilaton models of dark energy. The
correspondence between the k-essence and dilaton energy densities with the
holographic density, allows the reconstruction of the potential and the fields for
the k-essence and dilaton models in flat FRW background. For the proposed
infrared cut-off the reconstruction was made for the two cases of the constant
α: for α < 1 the model presents phantom crossing and the reconstruction was
made in the region before the ω = −1 crossing for the EoS parameter. The
cosmological dynamics for α > 1 was also reconstructed. The reconstruction is
consistent with the observational data.
PACS: 98.80.-k, 95.36.+x
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1 Introduction
Many astrophysical data, such as observations of large scale structure [1], searches
for type Ia supernovae [2], and measurements of the cosmic microwave background
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anisotropy [3], all indicate that the expansion of the universe is undergoing cosmic
acceleration at the present time, due to some kind of negative-pressure form of mat-
ter known as dark energy ([4],[5]). Although the cosmological observations suggest
that the dark energy component is about 2/3 of the total content of the universe,
the nature of the dark energy as well as its cosmological origin remain unknown at
present. The simplest candidate for dark energy is the cosmological constant [6], [7],
[8] conventionally associated with the energy of the vacuum with constant energy
density and pressure, and with equation of state w = −1. The present observational
data favor an equation of state for the dark energy with parameter very close to that
of the cosmological constant. The next simple model proposed for dark energy is
the quintessence ((see [9], [10], [11], [12])), an ordinary scalar field minimally coupled
to gravity, with particular potentials that lead to late time accelerated expansion.
The equation of state for a spatially homogeneous quintessence scalar field satisfies
w > −1 and therefore can produce accelerated expansion. This field is taken to be
extremely light which is compatible with its homogeneity and avoids the problem
with the initial conditions [4]. Besides quintessence, a wide variety of scalar-field
models have been proposed to explain the nature of the dark energy. These include
k-essence models based on scalar field with non-standard kinetic term [13],[14]; string
theory fundamental scalars known as tachyon [15] and dilaton [16]; scalar field with
negative kinetic energy, which provides a solution known as phantom dark energy
[17]. Other proposals on dark energy include interacting dark energy models [18]
[19], brane-world models [20], [21], modified theories of gravity known as f(R) grav-
ity, in which dark energy emerges from the modification of geometry [22],[23], [24],
[25], and dark energy models involving non-standard equations of state [26],[27] (for
a review on above mentioned and other approaches to dark energy, see [4]). In all
these models of scalar fields, nevertheless, the potential is chosen by hand guided
by phenomenological considerations, lacking the theoretical origin. Although it has
not been established a complete theory of quantum gravity, we can try to find out
the nature of dark energy according to some facts of quantum gravity, known as the
holographic principle ([28, 29, 30, 31, 32]). This principle emerges as a new paradigm
in quantum gravity and was first put forward by t’ Hooft [29] in the context of black
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hole physics and later extended by Susskind [32] to string theory. According to the
holographic principle, the entropy of a system scales not with its volume, but with its
surface area. In the cosmological context, the holographic principle will set an upper
bound on the entropy of the universe [33]. In the work [31], it was suggested that
in quantum field theory a short distance cut-off is related to a long distance cut-off
(infra-red cut-off L) due to the limit set by black hole formation, namely, if is the
quantum zero-point energy density caused by a short distance cut-off, the total en-
ergy in a region of size L should not exceed the mass of a black hole of the same size,
thus L3ρΛ ≤ LM2p . Applied to the dark energy issue, if we take the whole universe
into account, then the vacuum energy related to this holographic principle is viewed
as dark energy, usually called holographic dark energy [31] [34], [35]. The largest
L allowed is the one saturating this inequality so that we get the holographic dark
energy density.
ρΛ = 3c
2M2pL
−2 (1.1)
where c2 is a numerical constant and M−2p = 8piG.
In the work [35] it was pointed out that the infra-red cutoff L should be given by the
future event horizon of the universe, in order to provide the EoS parameter necessarily
for the accelerated expansion.
By other hand, the scalar field models can be seen as the effective models of the
underlying theory dark energy and in this sense the scalar field models can be used
to describe the holographic energy density as effective theories. The holographic
tachyon have been discussed in [36], [37]. The holographic phantom quintessence and
Chaplygin gas models have been discussed in [38, 39] respectively, and an holographic
k-essence model have been considered in [40]. In all this models, the infra-red cut-
off given by the future event horizon has been used for the reconstruction of the
potentials. However this cut-off enters in conflict with the causality [35]. Other
reconstructing techniques in theories with a single or multiple scalar fields have been
worked in [41].
In this paper we consider the scalar field models of k-essence and dilaton sepa-
rately as effective models of the underlying theory of dark energy, and will use the
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correspondence with the holographic scenario proposed in [42], to reconstruct the
field and potential for the k-essence field, which reproduces the given holographic DE
density. We also considered the dilaton field without potential and reconstructed the
scalar field. The holographic reconstruction in the same scenario for the quintessence
and tachyon models has been presented in [43].
2 The model
Let us start with the proposal for the holographic density as given in [42]
ρΛ = 3M
2
p
(
αH2 + βH˙
)
(2.1)
where H = a˙/a is the Hubble parameter and α and β are constants which must satisfy
the restrictions imposed by the current observational data. Besides the fact that the
underlying origin of the holographic dark energy is still unknown, the inclusion of the
time derivative of the Hubble parameter may be expected as this term appears in the
curvature scalar (see [44]), and has the correct dimension. This kind of density may
appear as the simplest case of more general f(H, H˙) holographic density in the FRW
background. This proposal also avoids the coincidence problem as the expression for
the holographic density contains a term which track the matter and radiation epochs.
Using Eq. (2.1), we write the Friedman equation
H2 =
1
3M2p
(ρm + ρr) + αH
2 + βH˙ (2.2)
where Mp = (8piG)
−1/2 is the Planck mass and ρm, ρr terms are the contributions of
non-relativistic matter and radiation, respectively. This equation can be rewritten in
the form ([42])
H˜2 = Ωm0e
−3x + Ωr0e−4x + αH˜2 +
β
2
dH˜2
dx
(2.3)
in this equation x = ln a, H˜ = H/H0, and the subscript 0 represents the value of a
quantity at present (z = 0). Solving Eq. (2.3), we obtain
H˜2 =Ωm0e
−3x + Ωr0e−4x +
3β − 2α
2α− 3β − 2Ωm0e
−3x
+
2β − α
α− 2β − 1Ωr0e
−4x + Ce−2x(α−1)/β
(2.4)
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where C is an integration constant. Using the redshift relation 1 + z = a0/a with
a0 = 1, the equation (2.4) takes the form
H˜(z)2 =Ωm0(1 + z)
3 + Ωr0(1 + z)
4 +
3β − 2α
2α− 3β − 2Ωm0(1 + z)
3
+
2β − α
α− 2β − 1Ωr0(1 + z)
4 + C(1 + z)2(α−1)/β
(2.5)
the last three terms in 2.5 give the scaled dark energy density ρ˜Λ =
ρΛ
3M2pH
2
0
ρ˜Λ =
3β − 2α
2α− 3β − 2Ωm0(1 + z)
3 +
2β − α
α− 2β − 1Ωr0(1 + z)
4 + C(1 + z)2(α−1)/β (2.6)
and the corresponding pressure density p˜Λ is obtained from the conservation equation
p˜Λ = −ρ˜Λ − 1/3dρ˜Λ/dx, and in terms of the redshift is given by
p˜Λ =
2α− 3β − 2
3β
C(1 + z)2(α−1)/β +
2β − α
3(α− 2β − 1) Ωr0(1 + z)
4 (2.7)
Considering the equation of state for the present epoch (i.e. at z=0) values of the
density and pressure of the dark energy p˜Λ0 = ω0ΩΛ0 and the Eq. (2.5) at the present
epoch, we obtain the two equations
ΩΛ =
3β − 2α
2α− 3β − 2Ωm0 +
2β − α
α− 2β − 1Ωr0 + C (2.8)
and
ω0ΩΛ0 =
2α− 3β − 2
3β
C +
2β − α
3(α− 2β − 1) Ωr0 (2.9)
from Eqs. 2.8, 2.9 we can write the constants α and C in terms of β, with appropriate
values for the parameters Ωm0, Ωr0, ΩΛ0 and ω0. Once ρ˜Λ and p˜Λ are defined, we
can write the expression for the deceleration parameter in terms of the constant β
(see [42]). Then we select those values of β that give the desired redshift transition
according to the astrophysical data . In table I we resume three values for this
constants for the case of α < 1 [42]. This values give a negative power-law in the
last term in the expression for the holographic density (2.6), allowing values of the
EoS parameter wΛ crossing the phantom barrier and giving rise to a future Big Rip
singularity [45],[46] (for a model with EoS crossing the phantom limit see [47]). As
is well known the EoS parameter for the k-essence and dilaton models can not cross
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the phanton (or cosmological constant) limit to ω < −1 values, because of high
instability under metric and matter perturbations [48]. Therefore the transition from
quintessence to phantom phase in this models is not viable, and the holographic
reconstruction for α < 1 will be consistent for z ≥ 0.
Ωm0 = 0.27 ΩΛ0 = 0.73 Ωr0 = 0 ω0 = −1
β zT α C
0.3 0.38 0.85 0.55
0.5 0.59 0.93 0.67
0.6 0.69 0.97 0.7
Table I
By other hand, we can also consider another set of values for α, C and β as giving in
table II. With this data we can reconstruct the k-essence and dilaton models in the
region ω > −1 for z ≥ −1. Note that we have taken in this case w0 = −0.9 which
also gives an adequate red-shift transition and is within the limits set by the different
sources of astrophysical data [49, 50, 51, 5] (see Figs.1-3 in [43]).
Ωm0 = 0.27 ΩΛ0 = 0.73 Ωr0 = 0 ω0 = −0.9
β zT α C
0.55 0.59 1.01 0.67
0.65 0.68 1.06 0.7
0.7 0.72 1.09 0.72
Table II
Note that β is the only parameter in this model which needs to be fitted by ob-
servational data. Using the values consigned in tables I and II we proceed to the
reconstruction of the proposed scalar field models.
3 Reconstruction of the k-essence model
In this section, we will discuss the scalar field and potential associated with the
k-essence model, and will reconstruct them using the correspondence with the holo-
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graphic principle, in the flat FRW background. The scalar field model known as
k-essence is also used to explain the observed late-time acceleration of the universe.
It is well known that k-essence scenarios have attractor-like dynamics, and therefore
avoid the fine tuning of the initial conditions for the scalar field ([14],[52]). This kind
of models is characterized by non-standard kinetic energy terms, and are described
by a general scalar field action which is a function of φ and X = −1/2∂µφ∂µφ, and
is given by [53]
S =
∫
d4x
√−gp(φ,X) (3.1)
where p(φ,X) corresponds to a pressure density and usually is restricted to the La-
grangian density of the form p(φ,X) = f(φ)g(X). Based on the analysis of the
low-energy effective action of string theory (see [53] for details) the Lagrangian den-
sity can be transformed into
p(φ,X) = f(φ)
(−X +X2) (3.2)
From the energy momentum-tensor for this Lagrangian density it follows the next
expression for the energy density of the field φ (see [53])
ρ(φ,X) = f(φ)
(−X + 3X2) (3.3)
And the equation of state using (3.2) and (3.3) is given by
ωK =
X − 1
3X − 1 (3.4)
The condition 1/2 < X < 2/3 gives an equation of state −1 < ωK < −1/3 giving rice
to accelerated expansion, and the equation of state of the cosmological constant cor-
responds to X = 1/2. In order to establish the correspondence with the holographic
model, the k-essence energy density and EoS parameter ωK will be matched to the
corresponding holographic energy density and EoS parameter ωΛ = p˜Λ/ρ˜Λ (with ρ˜Λ
and p˜Λ given by Eqs. (2.6),(2.7) respectively). This is in complete agreement with
the Friedmann equations for the holographic (plus dark matter) and k-essence (plus
dark matter) models separately. Therefore, from Eq. (3.4) the kinetic term X can be
written in terms of the holographic quantities.
X =
1
2
φ˙2 =
ωΛ − 1
3ωΛ − 1 (3.5)
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and replacing ωΛ through ρ˜Λ and p˜Λ (hereafter the contribution of the radiation will
be dropped)
X =
1
3
2C (2α2 + 9β2 − 4α + 9β − 9αβ + 2)− 3β(3β − 2α)Ωm(1 + z)3−2(α−1)/β
2C (2α2 + 6β2 − 4α + 7β − 7αβ + 2)− β(3β − 2α)Ωm(1 + z)3−2(α−1)/β
(3.6)
The behavior of the kinetic term X with respect to z is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The evolution of the kinetic term X in terms of the redshift, for two
representative values taken form tables I and II. At high redshift X → 1 and the
curves behave as presureless dark matter, and at low redshift z → 0 the α < 1
(β = 0.3)curve tends to a cosmological constant behavior, and the α > 1 (β = 0.55)
curve tends to slightly higher value.
Note that in Fig. 1 the α < 1 curve cross the phantom limit X = 1/2 which is
forbidden for the k-essence model. Therefore in this case, the correspondence is
consistent for z ≥ 0. The curve for α > 1 can be plotted for values of z ≥ −1, as in
this case we have no phantom crossing, and at z → −1 in the future, the cosmological
constant behavior is reached.
Taking into account that H = H0H˜ and turning the time derivative to the redshift
variable z = 1/a− 1, one can find from Eq. (3.5) the following equation for the field
φ
dφ
dz
= ∓ 1
(1 + z)H0
[
2
H˜2
p˜Λ − ρ˜Λ
3p˜Λ − ρ˜Λ
]1/2
(3.7)
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with H˜2, ρ˜Λ and p˜Λ given by Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. This equation
can not be integrated exactly, but can be plotted numerically for a given interval of z.
The plot of φ as function of z is shown in Fig. 2. In fact we have plotted (φ(z)−φ(0))
but this does not affect the shape of the potential.
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Figure 2: The k-essence scalar field in terms of the redshift, with the values given in
table I. Very similar results are obtained with the values of table II. The (−) sign in
Eq. (3.7) have been chosen and a displacement in the H0φ axis by 1 have been done.
Note that the field decreases with the increment of z, and becomes finite at low
redshift. From Eqs. (3.3) and (2.6) it can be obtained an expression for the k-essence
potential f(φ) in terms of the redshift z
f(φ) = 3H20M
2
p
ρ˜Λ (1− 3ωΛ)2
2 (1− ωΛ) (3.8)
where the Eq. (3.5) was used. Although is not possible to obtain an analytical
expression for the potential in terms of the field, we can numerically plot the behavior
of the potential given by Eq. (3.8), in terms of the k-essence field given by the solution
to the Eq. (3.7), as is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The k-essence scalar potential in terms of the scalar field, for α = 0.93
and β = 0.5. Very similar results are obtained with the rest of the values consigned
in tables I and II.
Note that the potential at low redshift shows a shape similar to an inverse power-law
f(φ) ∼ 1/φq with respect to the scalar field. Tough this behavior does not affect the
EoS parameter, this kind of potential was considered in the literature and has scaling
solution [54].
4 Reconstruction of the dilaton
In this section we will discuss the reconstruction of the dilaton field, in a flat FRW
background. The dilaton field is described by the effective Lagrangian density pD(X,φ)
pD(X,φ) = −X + ceλφX2 (4.1)
where c is a positive constant and X = −1/2∂µφ∂µφ. This model appears from a four-
dimensional effective low-energy string action [55] and includes higher-order kinetic
corrections to the tree-level action in low energy effective string theory. Writing
the Einstein equations with the dilaton field as the source of the energy-momentum
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tensor, is easy to see that the Lagrangian density (Eq. (4.1)) actually corresponds to
the pressure, pD of the scalar field, while the energy density is given by (see [55])
ρD = 2X
∂pD
∂X
− pD = −X + 3ceλφX2 (4.2)
with the equation of state parameter
ωD =
cXeλφ − 1
3cXeλφ − 1 (4.3)
In this case the scaling solution corresponds to Xeλφ = const., which has the solution
φ ∼ log(t). The condition for an accelerated expansion gives 1/2 < cXeλφ < 2/3 and
the cosmological constant limit corresponds to cXeλφ = 1/2.
In order to consider the dilaton field as the effective description of the holographic
density, the correspondence between the dilaton energy density and the holographic
energy density must be used. This translates into ρD = ρΛ, giving the equation
−X + 3ceλφX2 = 3M2pH20 ρ˜Λ (4.4)
with ρ˜Λ given by (2.6). The correspondence with the holographic dark energy equation
of state (ωD = ωΛ) gives
cXeλφ =
ωΛ − 1
3ωΛ − 1 (4.5)
Using this equation in Eq. (4.4) one gets the following equation
X =
3
2
H20M
2
p (1− 3ωΛ) ρ˜Λ (4.6)
Turning to the redshift variable one can write the equation for the dilaton field as
follows
dφ
dz
=∓
√
3Mp
1 + z
[
ρ˜Λ − 3p˜Λ
H˜2
]1/2
= ∓
√
3Mp
1 + z
[2C(2β − α + 1)(3β − 2α + 2) + β(2α− 3β)Ωm0(1 + z)3−2(α−1)/β
Cβ(3β − 2α + 2) + 2βΩm0(1 + z)3−2(α−1)/β
]1/2
(4.7)
where the definition ωΛ = p˜Λ/ρ˜Λ has been used. The integration can be performed
exactly, but the analytical expression for φ is too large. Fig.4 shows the behavior of
the dilaton scalar field as function of the redshift. For α > 1 the behavior is very
similar.
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Figure 4: The dilaton scalar field as function of the redshift for the values of table I,
with the minus sign in Eq. (4.7).
5 Discussion
Cosmological scenarios involving a scalar fields appearing in the low-energy effective
string theory known as k-essence and dilaton, are intended to explain the late-time
acceleration of the universe. In this paper we have studied the k-essence and dilaton
fields as effective theories that describe the holographic dark energy. In the case of
the k-essence, the scalar field and the potential have been reconstructed according
to the data given in tables I and II. From fig. 1 we see that though the behavior of
the the kinetic terms are similar in the region of low redshift, the α < 1 curve in fig.
1 crosses the phantom barrier which is unphysical for the k-essence model, and the
α > 1 curve is more compatible with the model as the limiting case of the phantom
crossing does not appear, and tends to a cosmological constant behavior at z → −1
in the future. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the reconstructed k-esence model
for the case α < 1 (see fig.1), has a continuous transition from the quintessence to
phantom phase, despite the problems with instabilities (one possible way out of this
problem is to consider the phantom phase as a transient phenomena).
The correspondence with the holographic density (2.6) guarantees that the energy
density of k-essence and dilaton are subdominant during the matter and radiation
12
epochs, respecting the bounds imposed by the big bang nucleosintesis. One important
fact of this reconstruction for both models, is that the equation of state ωK,D is
decreasing at the present epoch towards ω = −1.
In summary, we have carried out a reconstruction and analyzed the cosmological
evolution of the k-essence and dilaton models of dark energy, in the frame of the
holographic principle. We used the infrared cut-off for the holographic density, as
proposed in [42]. It can be noted that the reconstruction has been successful in
reproducing the main characteristics of this string theory inspired models, relevant
for its cosmological dynamics.
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